Enlightened Capitalism and L3Cs
by Susan A. Maslow and Timothy White

T

o accomplish great good, must one be devoid

Acknowledging the importance of incentives available in

of expectations of profit? This article intends

capitalism, Yunus is credited with launching the world’s first

to highlight what the authors believe are sig-

purposely designed social business, Grameen Bank. Grameen

nificant benefits of the newly authorized low-

Bank provides people living in poverty with micro-loans used

profit, limited liability companies (L3Cs) to

to launch businesses that allow the debtor to become self-suf-

solve problems traditionally the purview of

ficient and lift their families (and sometimes their communi-

nonprofits, and to advocate for the adoption of the L3C enti-

ties) out of poverty. Yunus developed this concept of a business

ty in New Jersey. The perfect choice of entity for the “social

with the same organizational structure as existing profit-max-

business” proposed by Nobel Peace Prize winner Muhammad

imizing businesses (PMBs), but devoted to a social objective.2

Yunus, many have come to believe the L3C alone speaks to

The L3C is a hybrid of a hybrid entity. As a form of limited

the multi-dimensional personalities of 21st century social

liability company (LLC), the L3C offers the personal liability

entrepreneurs,1 and can simultaneously accommodate pro-

protection of a corporation, and the flexibility of a partner-

gram-related investments (PRIs) of private foundations.

ship. Like a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, the L3C is designed to
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advance a socially beneficial purpose;

3) does not further one or more of the

A private foundation investing in an

unlike the 501(c)(3), the L3C allows for

purposes

Section

L3C would likely insist upon super-vot-

traditional equity investment, and sales

170(c)(2) (D) of the code (relating to

ing, veto or other approval rights to safe-

of those investment stakes. The L3C’s

prohibited political activities and

guard the L3C’s charitable mission and

inherent flexibility permits tiered distri-

lobbying).

the foundation’s tax-exempt status. At

described

in

bution rights and super-voting rights,

the same time, for-profit investors could

which can help social entrepreneurs

As of Dec. 31, 2009, five states and two

require a ‘first money out’ provision, or

attract philanthropic capital, as well as

Indian nations had enacted legislation

an annual rate of return on their invest-

private investment from individuals and

that recognizes L3Cs: Illinois,3 Michigan,4

ed capital that exceeds the rate of return

institutions seeking a market-based

Utah, Vermont, Wyoming, and the

expected by the private foundation.

return.

Crow and Oglala Sioux nations.8 In 22

As of Dec. 31, 2009, approximately

In addition, the L3C allows a social

additional states,9 an L3C bill has been

100 L3Cs have been formed in states

enterprise to opt out of significant Inter-

written and introduced for consideration,

that have passed the legislation. The ini-

nal Revenue Service (IRS) oversight and

or will be introduced shortly. All of the

tiative has obvious national signifi-

the growing complexity of unrelated

state statutes dovetail with the PRI

cance, since any properly formed L3C

business income rules. Since it is expect-

requirements set forth in Section 4944(c)

can do business in other jurisdictions

ed that the investors in many L3Cs are

of the code and corresponding regula-

under typical foreign entity qualifica-

sophisticated investors rather than the

tions, with the additional requirement

tion statutes. While no federal action is

general public, this fits with the idea

that the L3C must be formed because of

required to make the L3C concept law,

that less oversight and protection might

its relationship to the accomplishment of

the Philanthropic Facilitation Act of

be needed than in a public charity’s

a charitable or educational purpose. Each

2010 has been proposed11 to increase the

appeal for donor dollars. At a time when

state that has passed L3C legislation to

potential of the L3C and facilitate PRIs

it is imprudent to continue to rely on

date has done so by supplementing its

by private foundations, in part by

charitable donations, the L3C ensures

LLC statute to authorize a new charitable

amending Section 4944(c) of the code to

the concepts of ownership and account-

variant. Therefore, unless the entity

create a voluntary registration process

ability properly influence decision-mak-

makes an election to the contrary, an L3C

so an entity seeking to receive PRIs can

ing to further the social enterprise.

with two or more members will be treat-

receive a determination that below-mar-

ed as a partnership and a disregarded enti-

ket foundation investments will qualify

ty if there is only one member, for federal

as PRIs.

Program-Related Investments and
L3Cs

5

6

7

(and most state) income tax purposes.

Social Entrepreneur Hypothetical

L3Cs can attract investment from pri-

Two of the states—Illinois and

vate foundations, without the founda-

Utah—also have altered their LLC acts

Let’s assume Steve D. Reamer comes

tion risking its tax-exempt status or

to permit organization of something

into your office. Steve, a socially minded

becoming subject to certain excise taxes,

known as a Series LLC.10 This is a cut-

entrepreneur, recently secured his MBA

because L3Cs are designed to qualify for

ting-edge model that provides multiple

after undergraduate work in marketing

loans, loan guarantees, lines of credit,

assets and programs to be isolated and

and music. Business plan in hand, Steve

linked deposits or even equity invest-

yet organized under the umbrella of one

envisions poetry, dance and music edu-

ments from foundations as program-

LLC. Series LLCs are seen as having great

cational centers, focusing on vocational

related investments (PRIs). A PRI, as set

potential for chain-type operation, with

and entrepreneurial skills, in economi-

forth in Section 4944(c) of the Internal

single overall management by local

cally depressed areas around the coun-

Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, is

investment and some local control.

try. He calls his future chain of centers

In addition, there are no limitations

Raptry Cafés, and the mission of each

on who may be a member, so an assort-

educational center would be to provide

1) has as the primary purpose to

ment of different types of investors can

impoverished youth in an economically

accomplish one or more charitable

participate and enjoy disparate rights

depressed area with a safe place to meet

or educational purposes defined by

with respect to distributions and con-

and dream. Each center would also offer

Section 170(c)(2)(B) of the code;

trol. This means that, in addition to

educational and career opportunities to

2) does not have as a significant pur-

philanthropic investors, an L3C can

gifted individuals seeking to hone their

pose the production of income or

raise capital from sources seeking tradi-

music and dance skills. Steve suggests an

the appreciation of property; and

tional returns on their investments.

analogy to the Boys and Girls Club,

an investment by a foundation that:
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where the performing arts, rather than

has

at-risk youth. The organization would

nowhere near the amount of money

provide classes, workshops, perform-

Steve wants to start by purchasing an

required to get the project started. He

ance and recording opportunities as the

athletic activities, are encouraged.

Unfortunately,

Steve

still

empty row home in Camden, close

was considering forming a nonprofit,

primary method of furthering its stated

enough to the Susquehanna Bank Cen-

since there are numerous public chari-

purpose.

Thus,

revenue

generated

ter to serve as a youth hostel whenever

ties and private foundations that report-

through tuition for classes would clearly

there is a concert. The building requires

edly support programs for impoverished

have a substantial causal relationship to

extensive renovations. He also wants to

youth. Steve thinks he can convince

the exempt purpose, and revenue gener-

have his Raptry Café tenant fit out a

them to provide the majority of the

ated from ticket sales for student per-

modest recording studio on one side of

funds. Looking at the nonprofit require-

formances may also meet the standard

the basement and a dance studio on the

ments, however, he is concerned that

as related income.

other, a café with a small performing

the family and college friend investors

However, Raptry Café will likely have

stage on the first floor, and living accom-

will withdraw their offer when he tells

a number of revenue sources that will be

modations for himself as the café’s man-

them their dollars have to be donations

treated as unrelated business income,

ager and up to 10 paying overnight hos-

and not the purchase price for equity.

and subject to UBIT, such as café prod-

tel guests on the remaining top floors.

He also admits he does not want to

uct sales, studio rents, and hostel fees

In addition to promoting the philan-

spend his days constantly looking for

that do not necessarily have a substan-

thropic goals, the hostel, studios, and

charitable donations, and is not excited

tial causal relationship to the education-

café would generate revenue (through

about devoting 10 to 15 years to a proj-

al purposes. Since Raptry Café will oper-

rents and sales) to help the center main-

ect that will not generate much operat-

ate in a low-income community, the

tain financial viability.

ing income, and then require he walk

students will likely be from low-income

away without any real return on his

families, and therefore the tuition rev-

investment of time.

enue generated is projected be a very

Like all future cafés Steve hopes to
build, the Camden facility would
engage qualified teachers, local musicians and dancers to teach classes on a

small portion of the overall revenue.

Nonprofit Limitations

Indeed, revenue from unrelated sources

weekly basis, and would attempt to find

What is wrong with Steve utilizing a

may be so significant, in comparison to

notable educators and facilitators in the

nonprofit entity? Aside from the loss of

the related income, it may prevent Rap-

music and dance worlds to periodically

his seed $150,000, he can run afoul of a

try Café from operating as an exempt

donate their time and expertise as spe-

host of IRS regulations regarding unre-

organization.

cial guest lecturers. The café would also

lated business income tax (UBIT), as

Raptry Café may also violate the

have participating youth perform in

well as private inurement pitfalls. UBIT

“exclusivity” rule of Section 501(c)(3),

front of live audiences, generating addi-

generally applies to taxable income of

which requires that no part of the net

tional revenue from ticket sales.

any unrelated trade or business regular-

earnings of a nonprofit organization

Steve needs approximately $500,000 to

ly carried on by an exempt organiza-

inure to the benefit of any private share-

build and open his pilot Camden café,

tion. Income produced from the regular

holder or individual. An organization is

and if the pilot center is successful his goal

conduct of a trade or business is only

not organized or operated exclusively

is to acquire similar sites in Trenton and

subject to UBIT if the business is “not

for one or more exempt purposes unless

Newark. Steve has little money to invest,

substantially related to the exercise or

it serves a public rather than a private

and in fact hopes the centers can provide

performance by such organization of its

interest. But if the Raptry Café provides

him with a career and a reasonable salary.

12

[exempt purpose].” A trade or business

a substantial benefit to private interests,

Thankfully, several family members have

is “substantially related” to an exempt

even if indirectly, the Section 501(c)(3)

offered their support, and promise to

purpose only if its conduct has a causal

exemption is unavailable.

come up with $50,000 to invest in the

relationship to the achievement of the

first café. Even better, his older brother,

exempt purposes, and the causal rela-

501(c)(3) set forth rules that have

who works as a talent scout for the “Next

tionship is substantial.13

become known as the private inurement

The

regulations

under

Section

American Idol” show, likes his idea, and is

Raptry Café’s charitable or education-

rule and the private benefit rule, which

willing to purchase a convertible deben-

al purpose would be to promote educa-

are intended to implement the policy

ture in the amount of $100,000. He plans

tion and vocational skills in the musical,

that a nonprofit be operated exclusively

to attend certain performances on either a

literary (poetry) and dancing arts, par-

for public benefit. The private inure-

regular basis or when advised by Steve.

ticularly focusing on disadvantaged and

ment rule is found in the regulations,14
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which provide that an organization is

Company Act to secure authority to do

an organization.

not operated exclusively for one or

Congress developed a three-tiered

more exempt purposes if its net earnings

excise (or penalty) tax. The first tier of

inure in whole or in part to the benefit

the excise tax is a 25-percent levy on the

advise him that the Vermont L3C

of private shareholders or individuals.

“excess” portion of an excess benefit

statute22 requires, and the Camden Rap-

Section 1.501(a)-1(c) provides that the

transaction.16 Consistent with the leg-

try Café L3C operating agreement will

terms “private shareholder or individ-

islative policy, this tax is the responsibil-

provide, that:

ual” in Section 501 refer to persons hav-

ity of the disqualified person, and not

ing a personal and private interest in the

the tax-exempt organization.

business in New Jersey.
Assuming he prefers Vermont, you

1) The primary purpose of the L3C will

The second tier involves a tax of 10

be the educational purpose of devel-

Although the regulation prohibits

percent of the excess portion of the

oping vocational and entrepreneur-

only inurement of net earnings, the IRS

transaction, up to a maximum of

ial skills of musicians and dancers in

interprets the provision quite broadly to

$10,000. This portion of the tax is to be

economically depressed communi-

encompass nearly any use or distribu-

borne by “organization managers”

ties.23

tion of an organization’s assets other

(directors, officers, trustees) who know-

than as reasonable compensation for

ingly approved the transaction.

activities of the organization.

2) The L3C would not have been
formed, but for its charitable and

17

goods or services actually furnished or

The third and final tier calls for the

in arm’s length transactions. The private

imposition of a penalty tax if an excess

3) No significant purpose of the L3C

inurement rule is violated if there is any

benefit transaction is not corrected.18

will be the production of income or

educational purpose.

amount of private inurement regardless

This tax is equal to 200 percent of the

of how ‘insubstantial’ from a quantita-

excess benefit, and is imposed on the

4) The L3C shall not attempt to influ-

tive standpoint.

disqualified person.19 A ‘correction’

ence legislation, or participate or

Since Steve’s family and other private

occurs if the excess benefit transaction is

intervene in any political campaign

investors will be among the owners of

unwound, the disqualified person repays

on behalf of, or in opposition to,

the real property, and could have sub-

the applicable tax-exempt organization a

any candidate for public office.24

stantial capital gain if the enterprise is

sum equal to the excess benefit, and

sold, this could be a major problem.

steps are taken to put the organization

The Raptry Café concept fits perfect-

Although capital gain or the earning(s)

into a position where the disinterested

ly with the L3C requirement. First, its

of substantial profit cannot, under PRI

person is acting under the highest of

primary function is to provide educa-

rules, be an intended purpose of the

fiduciary standards going forward.

tional and artistic opportunities to dis-

20

the appreciation of property.

L3C, one of the purposes of using the

Obviously, Steve and his brother

advantaged youth. Second, Raptry Café

for-profit structure is to provide a possi-

would be shocked to learn they might

would not have been formed but for

ble ‘exit strategy’ for the investor(s). It is

owe a tremendous amount of penalty

those

impossible to make a rational balance

taxes for conduct and a return on their

endeavors. Third, Steve’s plans and esti-

between these purposes in a nonprofit

investment of time and money they

mates indicate that Raptry Café would

structure.

view as fair and reasonable.

typically run at break-even levels, but

charitable

and

educational

could produce modest operational prof-

Intermediate Sanctions

The L3C Alternative

its in a good year. (The café’s presence in

To further combat “excess benefit

To avoid the problems faced by non-

the community, however, could help

transactions” between 501(c)(3) organi-

profit creators set forth above, you

accelerate gentrification, which could

zations and “disqualified persons,”15 the

encourage Steve to form an L3C to oper-

lead to significant appreciation in the

code imposes a system of intermediate

ate the pilot cafe. Steve would love to

value of the real estate owned by the

sanctions against persons who privately

form his L3C in New Jersey, but, since

L3C in which Steve will have an inter-

benefit from transactions with a tax-

New Jersey has no such authorized enti-

est.) Finally, Steve has no political moti-

exempt organization in a manner that is

ty at present, you tell him he can form

vation in developing the café, and has

determined to be excessive. These sanc-

his L3C in Vermont, or since he antic-

no interest in getting it involved with

tions, by themselves, do not threaten an

ipates a chain, maybe form a Utah or

any political campaigns.

organization’s tax-exempt status, but are

Illinois Series L3C. Once he forms the

Steve has already approached several

of the utmost importance to those serv-

new entity, he can use Section 42:2B-53

private foundations with missions pro-

ing as directors and officers/managers of

of the New Jersey Limited Liability

moting music and dance education.
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One particular foundation is very inter-

ment Entities Division of the IRS, has

vate foundation proposed to acquire an

ested in his concept. They agree to make

stated that “at the federal level, no one

equity interest in an investment fund,

a $250,000 equity investment, on the

has really signed off” on PRI treatment

organized as an LLC and established to

condition that it will be considered a

of L3C investments, and that the “IRS is

provide capital for minority and disad-

PRI. Another foundation, also with a

in the process of studying the issue.”30

vantaged individuals with businesses in

similar purpose, agrees to make a

However, Marcus Owens, an attorney

low-income communities. The fund

$100,000 PRI loan to the L3C, in order

with Caplin Drysdale in Washington

would provide access to financing to

to help fund the pilot center.

D.C., and a former director in the IRS

businesses that generally have been

This is a perfect example of the L3C

Exempt Organizations Division, believes

denied traditional funding. The fund’s

flexibility—one foundation investor in

the IRS has provided significant guid-

stated purpose was “to enhance social

for the long haul and one making only a

ance on the PRIs in for-profit entities,

welfare, support community improve-

short-term commitment. The $100,000

including LLCs, which are directly

ment, eliminate prejudice and discrimi-

investor could also make a grant and ask

applicable to analyzing the treatment of

nation, and promote economic self-suf-

for no return, since a foundation can

investments in L3Cs.

ficiency.”

make a grant to a for-profit.

31

Guidance from the IRS includes Rev-

The IRS found that the private foun-

Each of the private foundations is

enue Ruling 2004-51, in which the IRS

dation’s investment furthered its chari-

concerned its support for the L3C will

confirmed the tax-exempt status of a

table and educational purposes. Further,

subject it to additional excise taxes, and

university that invested in a for-profit

the IRS found that because the fund

may endanger its tax-exempt status.25

LLC, designed to advance the universi-

members were not investing solely for

The tax on investments that jeopardize a

ty’s educational purpose by developing

profit, and because expected returns

private foundation’s exempt purpose (a

video training programs for teachers,

were lower than typical angel invest-

jeopardy investment) is particularly

and through which the university

ing,33 there was no significant profit-

punitive. If a private foundation invests

intended to expand the reach of its

making purpose. In addition, the foun-

any amount in a manner that jeopardiz-

teacher training activities. According to

dation maintained numerous control

es the carrying out of its exempt purpose,

the ruling, the LLC’s activities are attrib-

mechanisms to ensure the fund’s invest-

there is a 10-percent tax on the amount

uted to the exempt organization for pur-

ment met PRI criteria. Finally, the IRS

invested.26 In addition, the 10-percent tax

poses of determining whether the

found the purpose of the investment

is also imposed on any of the founda-

organization operates exclusively for

was not to influence legislation or

tion’s managers who know the invest-

exempt purposes, and whether the

impact any candidate’s campaign for

ment is a jeopardy investment.27 More-

exempt organization has engaged in an

public office.34

over, if the foundation does not divest

unrelated trade or business.

It is important to note, that there is

itself from the jeopardy position, a 25-

It was important to the ruling that

no statute or regulation stating that

percent tax can be imposed on the foun-

the university was able to choose three

investments in an L3C will be treated as

dation and a five-percent tax can be

of the six LLC directors, and maintained

a PRI. However, the L3C designation sig-

imposed on foundation managers who

control over curriculum, training mate-

nals to foundational investors and the

rials, and instructors. In addition,

IRS that it is organized and maintained

There is, however, an exemption for

because the LLC’s activities were sub-

to further charitable or educational pur-

do not agree to divest.

28

Of

stantially related to the university’s

poses. On the other hand, there is no

course, as discussed above, the L3C is

exempt educational purpose, there was

law requiring a private letter ruling

designed to do just that.

no UBIT to the university.

before making an investment believed

investments that qualify as PRIs.

29

to be a PRI.

Historically, the punitive nature of

Owens asserts that the LLC addressed

the jeopardy investment excise tax has

in Rev. Rul. 2004-51, one which has a

Potential investors will need to assess

convinced many private foundations to

primary charitable or educational pur-

for themselves whether their invest-

seek the IRS’s blessing of PRIs by apply-

pose, and a secondary profit motivation,

ment in an L3C would be a PRI, and will

ing for private letter rulings. There is

is a “Paradigmatic L3C,” and that the

need to consider carefully their own

some debate on whether the L3C struc-

ruling provides important guidance

comfort level in proceeding without a

ture provides enough safeguards to

regarding the federal tax treatment of

private letter ruling, as an error in their

eliminate the need for a letter ruling for

32

investments in L3Cs.

analysis may lead to significant excise

a PRI. Ronald Schultz, a senior technical

Private Letter Ruling 200610020 also

taxes. As such, there may still be some

advisor in the Tax Exempt and Govern-

provides guidance. In that ruling, a pri-

foundations who will seek letter rulings
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prior to making an investment in an

ness idea will create the kind of leverage

L3C such as Raptry Café. However,

private foundations and 21

century

profit limited liability companies in

based on the available IRS guidance, a

socially minded investors are desperate

the Crow nation. On July 2, 2009,

properly formed and operated L3C may

to find—an investment that helps create

the Oglala Sioux Tribe passed legis-

be able to convince foundational

a financially self-sustaining business

lation allowing for low-profit limit-

investors that a letter ruling is not nec-

with a modest return, together with

ed liability companies in the Oglala

essary.

long-term social benefits. The states that

nation.

st

passed legislation allowing for low-

It should be noted that, when a non-

have enacted L3C legislation will

profit is formed and IRS registration is

enhance their state’s economy by sup-

da, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,

requested, there is no history of actual

porting social enterprises critical to eco-

Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

activity. The IRS relies on the stated pur-

nomic growth.

Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New

9.

Arkansas, California, Colorado, Flori-

pose of the organization in granting or

Rejecting the traditional boundaries

York, North Carolina, North Dakota,

denying nonprofit status. Nevertheless,

between the nonprofit and for-profit

Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Virginia,

by giving money to a registered

sectors, these states will encourage their

501(c)(3) nonprofit, the foundation gets

most creative business minds to achieve

10. Other states, including Delaware,

Washington, and Wisconsin.

coverage from many IRS penalties,

‘double bottom-line’ (financial and

Iowa, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and

although the foundation is not relieved

social) and sometimes ‘triple bottom-

Wisconsin, authorize the Series LLC,

of its normal due diligence and mission

line’ (financial, social and environmen-

but only Illinois and Utah have

compliance obligations. One purpose of

tal) results. Further, by securing the

enacted both Series LLC and L3C

the Philanthropic Facilitation Act of

foundation investment first at below

2010 is to provide a similar registration

market-rate returns, the credit-worthi-

11. Robert M. Lang Jr., president and

process for an entity wishing to receive

ness of the L3C is improved, encourag-

CEO of the Mary Elizabeth & Gor-

a PRI. Thus, when a foundation makes a

ing private investment and increasing

don Mannweiler Foundation, CEO

PRI to a registered for-profit desiring to

the pool of investment dollars available

of L3C Advisors, L3C and the cre-

receive a PRI, the same coverage from

for socially beneficial entities.

ator of the L3C model, and Karen

By enacting L3Cs, New Jersey could

Woods, executive director of Ameri-

move beyond the traditional concep-

cans for Community Development,

IRS penalties and continuing obligations will apply.

legislation.

Raptry’s position appears to closely

tion of society as divided neatly into

are working with congressional

resemble the positions of the LLCs in

three sectors (business, nonprofit and

leaders to pass the proposed legisla-

Revenue Ruling 2004-51 and Private

government), and recognize the emer-

tion at the federal level which is

Letter Ruling 200610020.35 Based on this

gence of a new fourth sector that

being introduced by Americans for

and other IRS guidance, if Raptry Café is

encompasses elements of both the busi-

Community Development. They are

structured as an L3C and the invest-

ness and nonprofit sectors.36

supported in their efforts by the

ments by private foundations are han-

Council on Foundations, the News-

dled properly, an investment from a pri-
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